
Nowadays celebrities are more famous for their glamour and wealth than for their achievement and 
this sets a bad example to young people.

To what extend extent do you agree or disagree?

In this day and age, with increasing fame of celebrities and being known, rich and elegant, 
interesting interest infor being a celebrity has risen among the youths. I roughly agree with this idea, 
although it is true that everyone likes to become famous making lots of money, the main point is 
how much people know about their real life and problems.

Indeed, becoming a national or local celebrity needs passing a lot of different courses coming along 
many problems. For instance, there are a large number of people wanting to be known as affluent 
while the celebrities’ society needs a few of them, so the chance of accepting is extremely low. 
Furthermore, the variation variety of celebrities’ jobs are is limited.

Moreover, some celebrities’ jobs are really different than our imagination. For example, actors 
usually play a role for many years to produce a movie and they have to make up diversely or even 
live far away of from their family. In addition, their life expenses are more than the other people 
because their private life are is on the attention of photographers and reporters and if they wear a 
casual dress, not only do they damage on their professional career, but also it can have effect on 
their private life because some of their wives got married them due to their fame and their income. 

In conclusion, whereas young people do not know more about celebrities, they suppose it is really 
easy and joyful to become a celebrity whilst celebrities spend a lot of harsh time on their life, doing 
their best effort to reach their goal. However, people see their life from on the TV and judge them 
from their own thinking, hence tending tendency of youths to become a celebrity.


